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Abstract—An instrument package for simulating basaltic eruptions (IPSBE) with a height of 18 m has been
developed for investigating the processes that occur during Strombolian eruptions. The device follows the
geometrical ratio between the actual plumbing system of a volcano, with the ratio of conduit diameter to con
duit height being 1 to 1000. For the first time in physical modeling studies, we created conditions in which a
moving gassaturated model liquid enters the conduit; this enabled us to study bubble nucleation, expansion,
and coalescence, the generation and transformation of gas structures, and the kinetic features shown by the
evolution of the gas phase. These experiments revealed a novel (previously unknown) flow pattern of two
phase mixtures in a vertical column, viz., a cluster flow that involves the regular alternation of compact clus
ters of gas bubbles that are separated by a fluid that does not involve a free gas phase. It is shown that the liquid,
bubble, cluster, and slug flow patterns are mutually transformed under certain conditions; they are polymor
phous modifications of a gassaturated liquid moving in a vertical pipe. The data thus acquired suggested a
new model for the gas–liquid movement of a magma melt in a conduit: depending on the type of gas–liquid
flow behavior at the vent, the crater will exhibit different types of explosive activity, including actual explo
sions.
DOI: 10.1134/S0742046310050015

The object of study is the Strombolian type of volcanic
activity, which is the most frequent type at basaltic volca
noes [5, 16].
A Strombolian explosion is a powerful, sudden, and
generally unexpected, event. The explosions occur during
summit, parasitic, and lateral eruptions. Incandescent
volcanic bombs are hurled to heights of hundreds, and
more rarely, thousands of meters in the shape of a fan or a
vertical plume (Fig. 1a) and afterwards are transported by
wind for tens of kilometers. These explosions are usually
shortlived; the duration of the active phase is a few sec
onds or a few tens of seconds. This is followed by a quiet
period of a few minutes, tens of minutes, or even hours,
with a subsequent explosion again, and so on (Fig. 1b).
Such discrete explosions can occur at volcanoes during a
few weeks or months, many years, and occasionally hun
dreds of years. Explosive activity may or may not be
accompanied by simultaneous discharge of lava flows.
Moderate explosions discharge 30–50 t of solid magmatic
ejecta; for more violent events the figures may be as large
as 250–1000 t (see Fig. 1a). Strombolian explosions fre
quently generate shock waves.
Since there is no unambiguous explanation of Strom
bolian explosions and the diversity they show, we con
ducted a series of experimental studies in order to throw
light on the mechanism of Strombolian activity. Labora
tory experiments with twophase mixtures were started in
2002 and nine gas–liquid experimental devices were
designed over 5 years. The result was an instrument pack
age for simulating basaltic eruptions (IPSBE), which was
used in a series of experiments. The instrument package

used the actual ratios between the parameters of real mag
matic plumbing systems, as applied to Klyuchevskoi Vol
cano.
The goal of this research was to reveal the causes of dis
crete behavior for eruptions of basaltic magmas. The lead
ing method was experimental investigation of twophase
mixture kinetics in vertical tubes (from the time the first
gas bubbles appear until the formation of mature persis
tent gas structures) in order to compare this behavior with
actual volcanic events. An experimental tube was used to
simulate the processes that occur in a magma conduit,
while the top opening of the tube helped simulate the
eruptive effects at the volcano’s vent.
We studied changes in the model liquid structure in
these experiments as the gassaturated liquid moved along
the vertical column. We describe four gas–liquid flow pat
terns that occurred in succession, viz., the fluid, bubble,
cluster, and slug patterns. Special attention was paid to a
previously unknown pattern between the bubble and the
slug flow patterns. This new, morphologically persistent
gas–liquid flow is the cluster flow pattern. We describe the
mechanism that produces the clusters.
The experiments included continuous recording of
the acoustic signal at the top of the tube where the
model liquid comes to the surface. The acoustic record
of the slug flow pattern was compared with the seismo
gram of an actual signal produced during an eruption of
Klyuchevskoi.
The data on the energies of large discrete volcanic
explosions, the viscosity of basaltic magmas, and the
results of our experimental studies were used to describe
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Fig. 1. Comparing the explosive activity on Klyuchevskoi Volcano with the effects of the slug flow at the surface as shown by the
IPSBE experimental studies: (a) explosion in the summit crater of Klyuchevskoi Volcano on March 23, 2007 (08 h 14 min 30 s
GMT). View from the north. The greatest height of bombs ejected from the crater was 230 m. The volume of ejected magmatic
material was ~500 t (lowest estimate). The photograph was taken by Yu.V. Demyanchuk from a distance of 32 km; (b) fragment
of a seismic record showing the explosive activity at the Klyuchevskoi summit crater on March 23, 2007 (the record began at 08 h
04 min 30 s GMT); the horizontal axis shows time t in minutes, the vertical ground motion velocity I µm/s.The record was made
at the Loginov seismic station 12 km from the crater. The data were supplied by the Kamchatka Branch of the RAS Geophysical
Service. The arrow marks a seismic event that accompanied the explosion; (c) fragment of an acoustic record showing splashes
produced by a slug flow of the model liquid at the top of the IPSBE experimental column; the horizontal axis is time, s, the vertical
sound wave pressure P in arbitrary units.The recording microphone was 20 cm from the top of the hose.

possible scenarios that occur in explosions of basaltic
magmas. We present a classification for the types of volca
nic activity in relation to the type of the gas–liquid flow
pattern.
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
At the end of the 20th century, volcanology arrived at a
general approach to the understanding of processes that
occur in the top of the plumbing system of a basaltic vol
cano. Researchers used laws that were available in the
hydrodynamics of twophase gas–liquid systems that
occur in vertical tubes and described five flow patterns

of twophase mixtures, viz., bubble, slug, foamy, dis
persed, and disperse patterns [11]. A later publication
contained a map of gas–liquid flow patterns in vertical
tubes [24]. The results of fundamental studies in the
flow patterns of twophase mixtures can be found in
review monographs [14, 55].
A series of studies was published during the 1960s that
purported to explain natural processes (basaltic explo
sions) in hydrodynamic terms. One of the first researchers
of this issue was A. Rittmann [49]; he discussed the possi
bility of clustered schlieren bubbles rising in a magma col
umn. The first researcher to carry out a straightforward
comparison between twophase mixture flow patterns and
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Fig. 2. Correspondence between the flow patterns of twophase mixtures and eruption types [10]: (a–d) flow patterns in two
phase mixtures: (a) bubble, (b) slug, (c) dispersed, (d) disperse. (1–4) eruption types: (1) Hawaiian, (2) Strombolian, (3) Etnean–
Vesuvian, (4) Vulcanian.

the types of volcanic eruption was V.A. Droznin [9]; he
continued his research [10] and illustrated it graphically
(Fig. 2). These constructions, with some slight modifica
tions, are present in all volcanological publications that
treat eruption mechanisms [36, 39, 48, 54]. A review and
analysis of the works devoted to applications of hydrody
namic laws to natural processes can be found in [50].
From the above discussion it follows that the outward
manifestations of basaltic eruptions are generally
described well enough by the concepts of hydrodynamics
concerning the movement of twophase mixtures in verti
cal tubes. However, the transition from the bubble pattern
to the slug pattern remains unresolved. It is known that
decreasing pressure in a gassaturated liquid forces the gas
to be released from a dissolved state to the free phase; that
is, the nucleation and formation of bubbles take place. It
is also known that each individual large bubble in the slug
flow pattern produces an “explosionlike” splash at the
surface. However, it is not clear why bubbles should coa
lesce to form large gas structures. For bubbles to coalesce,
considerable work is required to make them approach
each other and compress. What is the nature of these coa
lescing forces? Volcanologists have not been able to
answer these questions using the results of gas–hydrody
namic research.
Experimental work was done along three lines to
attack these problems. The first is an experimental search
for novel effects in gas–liquid interactions; afterwards, if
such effects were detected, the phenomena in question
were to be taken into account when developing the con
cept of volcanic plumbing systems. The second line of
research is simulation of structural changes in a twophase
flow when it passes from a wide “magma chamber” into a
narrow “conduit.” The third line consists in studying the
evolution of twophase flows in a long thin vertical tube
(the “conduit”).
JOURNAL OF VOLCANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

The first line of experimental research is treated in [42,
43]. Novel effects were identified in the gas–liquid system.
It was shown that freely rising bubbles can coalesce, and
foamy structures can undergo stratification in a liquid at
rest. In spite of the notable elegance of these studies, it
should be stressed that the experiments that served as the
basis for subsequent theory were conducted under ideal
conditions: (1) in a liquid at rest, (2) through short vertical
intervals, and (3) without taking marginal (nearwall)
effects into account. The data thus obtained have proved
to be insufficient for developing a unified theory of the
evolution of a highly moveable twophase flow that simu
lates a magma melt rising to the surface.
The second line of research was followed by S. Vergni
olle and C. Jaupart [52, 53]. These researchers put for
ward an interdisciplinary theory of discrete explo
sion/spouting, i.e., a synthesis of structural volcanology
with gas and fluid dynamics. Their model, which explains
the causes of discrete explosions/spouting, is based on the
presence of a large intermediate chamber connected to
the surface by a thin conduit; the chamber diameter is
greater than the conduit diameter by factors of a few hun
dreds or thousands. A flow of gas bubbles that rises
through a liquid meets an obstacle, viz., the roof of a
magma chamber; the bubbles are accumulated under the
roof, are transformed into foam, and then enter the con
duit in discrete portions. This appearance of gas bubbles in
the vent in discrete portions leads to a volcanic explosion
or a spouting episode. Vergniolle and Jaupart thus require
an obligatory structural barrier (the roof of the intermedi
ate chamber), which acts as a storage device and as a pro
portioner of the gas phase. Many researchers have used
the volcanological model of Vergniolle and Jaupart in
attempts to explain the discrete arrival of material during
volcanic eruptions [36, 37, 38, 48].
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However, the Vergniolle–Jaupart model is not appro
priate for Klyuchevskoi, which is a typical basaltic vol
cano, which also has been studied in great detail. In the
first place, its plumbing system does not contain a shallow
magma chamber derivable from seismological and petro
logic data [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28, 31, 33, 40, 45,
51]. Secondly, the eruptive activity of Klyuchevskoi shows
several sets of clearly identified, persistent periodicities
that differ from one another considerably: Т1 = 1 min 34 s,
Т2 = 6 min 10 s, Т3 = 40 min, Т4 = 5 h 30 min, and Т5 =
36 h [13, 46, 44, 47]. If the Vergniolle–Jaupart model is to
be used, then one should assume the existence of several
magma chambers on the basis of these periodicities; the
chambers have to be of different sizes. Moreover, each
chamber must have a conduit of its own directly con
nected to the summit vent. It seems impossible to explain
these contradictions in the framework of known gas–
hydrodynamic constructions and simulation studies by
Vergniolle and Jaupart.
The present author prefers the third line of research,
viz., the study of gas–hydrodynamic effects that arise in
long vertical tubes. A special experimental laboratory
apparatus (IPSBE) was designed for physical simulation
of the eruptive process [18]. This apparatus was used for
multidisciplinary simulation of the effects that arise in a
vertical tube during the movement of a gassaturated liq
uid rather than for fragmentary study of some individual
twophase mixture flow patterns, as was done in previous
work. In addition, we studied the effects of each individual
flow pattern at the top of the tube. The modeling in the
tube was concerned with the processes that occur in the
magma conduit, while the top was used to simulate the
eruptive effects in the crater (vent) of the volcano.
THE APPARATUS FOR THE SIMULATION
OF BASALTIC ERUPTIONS
When designing this apparatus we tried to incorporate
the ratios between the parameters of actual magmatic
plumbing systems, mostly as observed at Klyuchevskoi
Volcano. We examined the literature relating to Klyuchev
skoi to select the most characteristic parameters of its
plumbing system. As well, we strove to avoid setting up any
structural and energy barriers that could affect the move
ment of material. Below, we list the leading postulates that
this author followed when designing the apparatus (postu
lates 1 through 10) and for experimental studies (postu
lates 11–14): (1) uniform supply of magma melt to the
plumbing system (conduit) occurs; (2) the magma melt
that enters the bottom of the conduit is homogeneous,
with no viscosity changes; (3) the conduit cross section is
circular or oval; (4) the conduit walls are elastic and thus
do not produce any vibrations that could cause sudden
changes in melt movement; (5) the height of the conduit
is greater than its diameter by factors of a few hundreds or
thousands; (6) magma ascends vertically upward along
the column; the flow is distinctly laminar in the lower por
tion of the flow; (7) the melt that enters the bottom of the

conduit does not contain a free gas phase; (8) as the melt
rises along the conduit, the decreasing pressure gives rise
to bubble nucleation with subsequent bubble expansion;
(9) the viscosity of the melt is such that gas bubbles move
significantly faster compared with the liquid phase; (10)
the upper portion of the conduit does not contain any
locks consisting of solidified magmatic material that could
affect the behavior of the twophase flow as it comes to the
surface (the system is open); (11) the singlephase two
component model liquid (water with dissolved carbon
dioxide) evolves to become a twophase twocomponent
system (Н2O–CO2). This feature makes our experiments
significantly different from previous work with single
component systems where the liquid and the gas were dif
ferent physical states of one and the same chemical com
pound (e.g., water–steam); (12) in these experiments we
deliberately neglected a third component, the crystalline
phase, which is usually present in magma melts, since its
percentage in basaltic melts is insignificant (as well, it
seemed to be premature to attack the problem of more
complex systems before studying the entire gamut of
interactions in the gas–liquid system); (13) the simulation
was carried out for an eruption during the mature phase in
a readymade magma conduit and effects related to the
precursory period and termination of eruptions were not
considered; (14) the experiments were conducted with a
model liquid of low gas saturation (pressure below 2 atm)
at a temperature of ~ 20°С; the production of flow pat
terns with considerable gas discharges (annular, dispersed
and disperse) was not envisaged.
The IPSBE was mounted at the Institute of Volcanol
ogy and Seismology of the Far East Division of the Rus
sian Academy of Sciences (IVS FED RAS); its total
height is 18 m. The apparatus consists of two systems, viz.,
a modeling system and a recording system. The idea, the
ory, and the manufacture of all units and the mounting of
the IPSBE were carried out by a team of workers at the
IVS. The head of the operation was leading researcher
A.Yu. Ozerov, engineers A.V. Butkach, V.S. Shul’ga,
O.I. D’yachkova, Turner, and millingmachine operator
S.F. Laktionov; advice and consultations were rendered
by leading researcher V.A. Droznin.
The IPSBE was manufactured for the purpose of
studying volcanic processes. Therefore, for the conve
nience of subsequent discussion of experimental studies
the components of the modeling system are made to imi
tate terms that are relevant to a volcanic system.
The modeling system includes a container for produc
ing a gassaturated model liquid (magma chamber), a
transparent hose (conduit), and an aquarium for recep
tion of the incoming model liquid (crater/vent) (Figs. 3a,
3b). The magmatic system is described in the sequence
from the bottom upward.
The “chamber.” An experimental analogue of a
magma chamber was designed, from which a singlephase
liquid containing a dissolved gas comes to the conduit.
The “chamber” is a stainlesssteel thickwalled sealed
tank 2.3 m high and 350 l in volume. The tank is designed
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Fig. 3. Instrument package for simulating basaltic eruptions (IPSBE): (a) diagram of the modeling (1–4) and recording (5–14)
IPSBE systems: (1) highpressure gas tanks containing CO2 and N2, (2) sealed tank for preparing the model liquid, (3) transpar
ent hose, (4) aquarium for disposal of the liquid, (5) the rope that directs the movement of the dynamic monitoring flatcar,
(6) light source, (7) video camera, (8) transmitter and telemetry antenna, (9) microphone, (10) computer, (11) receiver of video
signal and the monitor, (12) electric motor. An operator is at the top of this figure; (b) unit for preparing the gassaturated model
liquid and for supplying it to the transparent vertical hose.

to withstand a pressure of 5 atm. A valve system is oper
ated to fill the tank with the liquid. In order for the liquid
to be saturated with gas, a perforated tube with 50 holes
was welded onto the lower part of the tank. The pressure
in this system is measured by a pressure gauge that is
installed at the top of the tank. A watermeasuring column
that is installed close to the tank over all of its height gives
information on the liquid volume in the tank. A gas con
nection is welded onto the upper part of the tank; this con
nection plays the part of a squeezing piston. An emer
gency safety valve is used to ensure the safe saturation of
the liquid with gas. This part of the device is effectively a
saturator (a device that dissolves a gas in a liquid).
The experiments used a liquid (water) and two kinds of
gas (carbon dioxide and nitrogen). Carbon dioxide (CO2)
readily dissolves in water (828 ml СО2 is dissolved in 1 l
H2O at temperature Т = 20°С and a pressure of 1 atm); as
well, this gas readily passes to or is released as a free phase
[17]. Nitrogen (N2) is used as a piston that squeezes the
model liquid from the tank. This gas scarcely dissolves in
water: only 18 ml N2 can be dissolved in 1 l of H2O at tem
perature Т = 20°С and P = 1 atm [17]. Both of the gas
JOURNAL OF VOLCANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

containers that feed CO2 and N2 are equipped with reduc
ers that control the gas discharge.
The “conduit/column.” This part of the apparatus
simulates the processes that occur in the conduit of a vol
cano. A stainlesssteel tube goes from the lower part of the
tank lateral wall in a horizontal direction; the tube gradu
ally bends to assume a vertical direction instead of an axial
one. The gradual bending prevents the generation of tur
bulence. The tube is equipped with a closing ball cock,
which controls the supply of the model liquid from the
tank into a plastic hose.
The top of the steel tube is connected to a transparent
plastic hose, whose height (length) is 16600 mm and inner
diameter is18 mm. The working crosssectional ratio, i.e.,
the ratio of the inner diameter of the hose to its length (to
height in this case), is approximately one to a thousand.
This ratio is similar to the actual parameters of volcanic
conduits.
A special bonding system maintains the hose in a ver
tical position. A measuring tape extends along the column
graduated at steps of 1 mm.
The tube, the ball cock, and the hose all have the same
inner diameter. This, as well as the gradual tube bending,
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allows one to maintain laminar flow of the model liquid as
it moves from the tank into the plastic hose.
The “crater/vent.” The natural analogue to this part of
the apparatus is a volcanic crater or a volcanic bocca. The
top of the plastic hose is let into a transparent aquarium
with a triangular cross section that is manufactured from
organic glass. The top of the hose is cut perpendicularly to
its axis 200 mm above the bottom. The aquarium is sealed
so that the liquid does not penetrate outside the IPSBE.
The aquarium is equipped with a sink.
The part of the modeling system described above
allows one to keep track of processes that occur as liquid
passes from the plumbing system into open space.
The recording system includes a dynamic video mon
itoring system, an electronic height indicator and velocity
meter, a video recording unit, an acoustic recording unit,
a synchronizing system, and a switchingoff system (see
Fig. 3a).
The dynamic video monitoring system is designed to
carry out real time observation and recording of the pro
cesses that occur in the transparent plastic hose as the
model liquid moves along it. A car with a video camera is
moved along the hose on a set of guiding ropes. The car is
moved by an electric motor. A powerful light source is
installed on the car, which allows even very small inhomo
geneities in the moving flow to be detected. The image
obtained with the monitoring video camera is transmitted
to the monitor via telemetry in real time. The operator,
who keeps track of the video image, can use a control
board for quick modification of car speed in the range
from 2 cm/s to 100 cm/s.
The altimeter and velocity meter. A special electronic
unit was manufactured in order to determine the height
and velocity of the moving car simultaneously. The unit
can find the car’s vertical position to within 10 mm with
the altimeter and determine the change in its velocity (in
the range 2 cm/s to 100 cm/s) using the velocity meter.
Video recording. The experiment is recorded by a
video camera, which is installed on the moving car and
records the evolution of the model liquid that ascends
along the transparent hose. For convenience of observa
tion we fixed the optimal image capture angle, which
allows a video sequence of moving bubbles in a 30cm
height range.
The acoustic system records the sound signal that is
produced when bubbles reach the surface of the model
liquid and disintegrate. To do this, we installed a moisture
protected microphone above the top of the plastic hose,
whose signal is digitally transmitted and stored on a com
puter. This is an analogue of a geophysical station that
records vibrations arising in the immediate vicinity of the
vent of an erupting volcano.
The synchronization unit. This part of the apparatus
was manufactured for synchronizing video signals and
acoustic signals to within a few milliseconds.
The emergency braking unit. The apparatus is
equipped with a device for emergency stoppage of the car

with the video camera in case the car goes outside the
working zone.
The IPSBE is designed so as to allow its modeling sys
tem to be operated in two modes, viz., in a gassaturated
column (the model liquid with dissolved gas is fed into a
tube) and in a sparging column (gas is injected into a tube
with a liquid at rest, producing bubbles in the liquid). The
modeling system is used without a “chamber zone” when
operated in the sparging mode. The phase of bubble nucle
ation is then absent, but one can observe the behavior of
the gas phase in an originally immovable liquid. The bulk
of this study was conducted using a gassaturated liquid.
The experiments in the sparging column were not numer
ous and were done merely in order to compare them with
those in the gassaturated column. It should be empha
sized that all IPSBE experiments involved an open system.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Studies in a GasSaturated Column
The preparation of the model liquid implies the satu
ration of 350 l water with СО2 gas. The saturation condi
tions were monitored by the pressure gauge. Some pre
liminary experiments were performed in order to select
the optimal dissolution pressure, which was 1.6 technical
atmospheres. This pressure value determined the starting
release of the gas to the free phase from the lower part of
the gassaturated column and subsequently ensured that
all gas–liquid regimes were maintained.
Before the experiment, the transparent hose was filled
with water that was not yet saturated with gas. This pro
vided stable conditions for the time the system was started.
Simultaneously with this, the valve was opened to feed
nitrogen from the gas container into the tank, and the ball
cock was turned on to feed the model liquid from the tank
into the plastic hose. The nitrogen created excess pressure
in the tank and the ascending gassaturated liquid
squeezed out unsaturated water from the hose. While
maintaining a low nitrogen discharge, we let the system
become stabilized and began the experiment itself by
observing the events that occurred in the transparent hose.
The discharge of the gassaturated liquid that entered the
column during each experiment was kept constant.
These experiments showed that as the gassaturated
liquid was moving along the vertical column four different
types of gas–liquid flow patterns occurred at different
height intervals, viz., liquid, bubble, cluster, and slug types
(Fig. 4). These flow patterns were persistent and were
maintained as long as desired, each in its own height
range, provided the discharge of the model liquid was kept
constant. We provide a description of the experiment that
is considered as the basic format, where all features of
these flow patterns can be seen clearly at discharge rates of
the model liquid that are equal to 3–5 cm/s. For conve
nience in describing the processes that occur in each
height range, we will consider the first 30 cm of each meter
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Fig. 4. Fragments of gas–liquid flow patterns arising during the ascent of the gassaturated liquid in the vertical transparent hose:
(a) schematic representation of gas–liquid flow patterns along the column, (b) video shots of flows in the gassaturated model
liquid rising in a vertical conduit. Left of the hose is a measuring tape with indication of height for each shot. All shots of the suc
cessively evolving model liquid were made during a single passage of the video camera along the column at the speed of the rising
gas phase.

and tentatively extrapolate these events to the entire 1m
zone.
The liquidflow pattern. The height range of this pat
tern in the vertical column is 0–4 m (from bottom
upward). The model liquid rose along the hose together
with the gas CO2 dissolved in it. This was a laminar single
phase flow, so the stream did not contain any inhomoge
neities (see Fig. 4). The liquid flow did not involve bubbles
and all gas was in a dissolved state. The model liquid was
homogeneous, hence no displacement was recorded in
the moving gassaturated column in the height range con
sidered. Decreasing pressure led to a rearrangement of the
gassaturated liquid, that is, it created conditions for the
release of the gas phase.
The Bubble flow pattern. The height range of this pat
tern in the vertical column was 5–12 m (see Fig. 4). The
JOURNAL OF VOLCANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY

bubble flow pattern arose when the first bubble was gener
ated. From this time the column showed a twophase flow
of the model liquid. The transition to the bubble flow was
almost imperceptible. Barely noticeable (< 1 mm) bubbles
were generated in the liquid. At first, the nucleation of
bubbles was very slow, with only some isolated bubbles
being observed in the lower part of the column (5–7 m).
Subsequently, the nucleation rate increased to reach
60 bubbles at the 11th meter. The bubbles that were gener
ated were smaller than 1 mm throughout the column.
Higher, where the transition to the next flow pattern was
to take place, the bubbles that were formed in the lower
parts of the bubble flow reached diameters as great as 7–
9 mm in. The bubbles exchanged places as they moved,
were accelerated or retarded in motion, and expanded.
No coalescence of bubbles was observed. As the liquid
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rose, more and more new bubbles were generated (see
Fig. 4). As a result, the upper parts of the bubble flow
height range contained several bubble generations or, to
be more exact, a gradual transition from smaller (newly
formed) to larger bubbles occurred (which were generated
previously at lower elevations).
The bubble distribution over the column was as fol
lows. At first, in the lower part of the column, the distribu
tion was sufficiently uniform, while higher, in some height
ranges, compact accumulations (swarms) of bubbles
occurred, while the other parts were rarefied. The initial
bubble velocity was 25–30 cm relative to the tube walls
and increased to reach 40 cm/s as the bubbles rose.
The cluster flow pattern. The range of this pattern in
the column was 13–14 m (see Fig. 4). The bubbles
became more numerous and larger in size and this led to a
structural rearrangement of the gas–liquid flow; the dis
tances between individual bubble swarms appreciably
increased and the swarms became more dense. The result
was the formation of wellpronounced bubble swarms,
which were transformed into definite structures during the
subsequent ascent of the model liquid; the structures were
a kind of bubble cluster that usually consists of 20–35, and
occasionally as many as 50, near bubbles (see Fig. 4). The
clusters were separated from one another by a liquid layer
that was nearly devoid of the free gas phase. The clusters
were 2–3 tube diameters long (30–55 mm); the interclus
ter space was 7–9 tube diameters (120–160 mm). We usu
ally could observe about 10 clusters that simultaneously
existed in the experimental column; the clusters moved
one after another at a fixed distance. The cluster velocity
relative to the tube wall was ~35 cm/s. In a mature cluster
flow the bubbles had a combined convex/concave shape
and were, as it were, embedded in one another, resulting
in a remarkable dynamic and very dense gas packing.
We successively generated two types of bubble clusters
(see Fig. 4). In the lower part of the cluster flow (13 m) we
had “open” clusters, which became “blocked” as they
rose. The open clusters consisted of bubbles of similar
valued diameters; discrete bubbles exchange places during
the movement, either passing or falling behind one
another. A blocked cluster is a set of bubbles that follow a
single larger one. The morphology of blocked clusters is
such that they are squeezed to the inner tube wall
throughout their extent, thus filling out nearly all of the
tube diameter.
The slug flow pattern. The range of this flow pattern
was 15–16.6 m (see Fig. 4). The subsequent structural
rearrangement of the twophase mixture was due to the
rupture of interbubble walls as a consequence of their
being squeezed together in a cluster. A large bubble
formed in the top of the cluster (coalescence proceeding
downward) and after some time the cluster became a dis
tinct slug 3–4 tube diameters long (see Fig. 4). Each slug
occupied nearly an entire cross section; it was adjacent on
its lateral side to the inner surface of the tube, so that a
thin, nearly indistinguishable, circular gap for reverse liq
uid flow remained. Considered relative to the surrounding

liquid, these slugs were large gas cavities. As they rose,
they became longer, and the smaller bubbles that followed
in their wake became more numerous. On the whole,
however, the slugs did not experience any great morpho
logical changes.
The column was observed to contain about 10 slugs
simultaneously; these moved one after another at a fixed
distance, producing a peculiar beaded structure. The slug
burst on reaching the surface; each splash of the model
liquid corresponded to the emergence of a slug. This can
be clearly illustrated by the acoustic record made by the
IPSBE (Fig. 1c). The background signal level corre
sponded to the discharge of a definite volume of the model
liquid that separated the gas slugs. The slugs moved some
what faster than the clusters, about 40 cm/s. The slug flow
pattern was the most persistent among the gas flows stud
ied here; the slug volume and interslug distance were
nearly constant until reaching the top of the tube.
The above description corresponds to the condition at
which the gas saturation pressure in the tank was 1.6 atm
and the rate of model liquid supply into the vertical col
umn was 3–5 cm/s. With this gas saturation pressure we
conducted a series of experiments in a wide range of
model liquid supply rate (from 1 cm/s to 10 cm/s). The
general structure of the gas–liquid flow and the transition
from one flow pattern to another remained similar to
those obtained in the main experiment, as described
above.
At lower gas saturation pressures, the gas phase was
released later, at a higher level in the column, and the gas
saturated flow could not pass through the complete evolu
tionary sequence of all flow patterns that were obtained in
the main experiment. The gas phase did not have suffi
cient time to allow it to be released from the model liquid
at a low pressure (0.3–0.4 atm) and liquid flow was
observed at the surface. Increasing saturation pressure in
the tank results in ever more advanced flow patterns
appearing at the surface in each next experiment. Thus,
any of the four flow patterns described above is dependent
on the conditions of gas dissolution in the liquid and could
be made to appear at the surface, at the top of the hose.
This permits simulation of different types of volcanic
eruptions.
Studies in the Sparging Column. The experiments
conducted with the IPSBE showed that a column with a
liquid at rest exhibits the same effects of bubble structuring
as those in the gassaturated column described above. Gas
clusters were generated from a uniformly rising bubble
flow, and these clusters were transformed into slugs during
their movement. In this way the sparging option can cre
ate three flow patterns, viz., bubble, cluster, and slug pat
terns.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
(I). The IPSBE experiments add significantly to the
available gas–hydrodynamic concepts which form the
basis of volcanological constructions related to the move
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ment of basaltic melts. This is due to the following rea
sons.
(1) A model was created for the first time that incorpo
rated the geometric parameters of the conduit of a basaltic
volcano. The longitudinal extent of actual volcanic con
duits is several orders of magnitude greater than their
diameter, so in our IPSBE experiments we used approxi
mately the value 1 : 1000 for the ratio between the inner
diameter of a conduit and its height.
(2) For the first time in the physical modeling of erup
tions, we have managed to maintain the conditions for the
ascent of a gassaturated liquid along the column, which
provided opportunities for observing the nucleation of gas
bubbles, their subsequent expansion, and the generation
of clusters and slugs.
(3) The model liquid was made to ascend at a uniform
speed, with any structural barriers and fluctuations in the
supply rate of the gassaturated liquid being ruled out.
(II). The experiments used a singlephase model liq
uid; as this liquid rises in a long vertical column, the liquid
transforms itself into a twophase system (water–gas).
The successive (from bottom upward) four gas–liquid
flow patterns include liquid, bubble, cluster, and slug
flows, which replace one another successively (see Fig. 3).
The generation of gas–liquid flow patterns begins
from the time the first bubble formed in the liquid and
continues until the mature slug flow appears. There is a
wellpronounced evolutionary sequence: dissolved
gas
gas bubble
bubble cluster
gas slug. The
manifestation of gas–liquid polymorphism occurs. Mod
ern science defines polymorphism as the capability or
property of a substance, whether simple or compound, to
give rise to two or more modifications under different
thermodynamic conditions; the modifications have the
same chemical composition, but different physicochemi
cal properties. Modifications or different forms of one and
the same substance are called polymorphous modifica
tions. Our experiments show that a substance of one and
the same composition (water with dissolved carbon diox
ide) acquires quite different forms as it evolves. We thus
deal with a wellpronounced gas–liquid polymorphism.
In that case the flow patterns identified (liquid, bubble,
cluster, and slug) should be viewed as polymorphous
modifications; the general structure of the moving liquid
should be treated as a polymorphous flow and the move
ment itself as polymorphous flow.
(III). Our experimental studies revealed a previously
unknown link between the bubble and the slug flow pat
terns. This is a new and morphologically persistent gas–
liquid flow. We suggest calling it a cluster flow (see Fig. 4).
This flow pattern has not been described either in mono
graphs [14, 34, 55] or in publications dealing with the sim
ulation of oil well operation using a large apparatus [1, 22].
The main characteristics of the cluster flow pattern are
as follows: (1) the leading element is the bubble cluster,
which is a volume of liquid with a high concentration of
bubbles that is separated from below and from above by a
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liquid with no free gas phase; (2) a set of bubble clusters
moving one after another at a definite distance produces
the cluster flow that is invariably seen between the bubble
and the slug flow; (3) cluster structures in separate height
ranges along the column are persistent in character, they
repeat themselves; (4) morphologically, we distinguish
between clusters of two types, open and blocked; (5) the
clusters rise more slowly compared with large bubbles and
slugs; (6) the lifetime of a cluster flow is comparable with
the existence time of the bubble and slug flows; (7) the
cluster flow arises in a wide range of hydrodynamic con
ditions: in a sparging column (with zero speed of the liq
uid and with no dissolved gas) and in a gassaturated col
umn (in the range of liquid speed 1–10 cm/s); (8) the
mechanism that is responsible for generating the clusters
occurs due to the interaction between large gas structures
and the conduit walls and to selfblocking and retarda
tion.
The present author believes that the cluster flow pat
tern does not occur in volcanic phenomena alone. This
flow pattern should be treated in its own right in the phys
ics of gas–liquid mixtures, for example, in natural features
(hydrothermal systems and mud volcanoes), in the simu
lation of drilled well operation (in hydrothermal and oil
wells), and in the chemical industry.
(IV). The mechanism that is responsible for the gener
ation of a cluster flow seems to be as follows (see Fig. 4).
The embryos of future clusters are seen distinctly in the
top part of the segment of the column where the bubble
flow occurs. Here one observes a nonuniform distribution
of bubbles with distinguishable bunches or concretions
consisting of discrete bubbles. As the cluster flow pattern
begins to form, these separate groups become more pro
nounced. A large bubble or a concretion of smaller bub
bles begin at some moment to interact with the conduit
walls. Subsequent expansion of the bubbles leads to an
appreciable reduction in the cross section of the reverse
liquid flow in the annulus between the gas structure in
question and the conduit walls. Selfblocking occurs as a
consequence, which retards the movement of the bubble
or the bubble concretion. As a result, the speed of their
movement is reduced and it (they) becomes a kind of
“plug” for the bubbles that rise from below. The latter are
accumulated under the plug, the distance between them
decreases, and a new gas structure is formed from a great
number of bubbles, viz., a bubble cluster. The bubbles that
are situated above the incipient cluster in the column con
tinue their movement at the same speed and rise away
from the cluster, thus creating a volume of the liquid with
out gas bubbles above the cluster. Under the cluster too,
one also has a volume of liquid that is devoid of gas bubbles
because of a new gas cluster that is being generated at a
lower height.
(V). Clusters are converted into slugs in the top of that
segment where the mature cluster flow pattern typically
occurs. The conversion only occurs in blocked clusters
where the bubbles are compacted together and touch the
inner conduit walls with their lateral edges. This very
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dense dynamic packing inevitably results in coalescence,
so that a larger gas bubble is generated from bubbles in the
top of the cluster. The bubbles begin to coalesce (slug gen
eration); the coalescence occurs from top to bottom in the
cluster, so after some time the gas cluster turns into a clas
sical gas slug.
The slug flow pattern turned out to be the most stable
pattern in the conditions of the present experiment. The
pattern can persist as long as desired and does not turn
into any other pattern, but the parameters of this pattern
undergo certain changes during the ascent. For example,
decreasing hydrostatic pressure induces gas diffusion from
the model liquid into a slug, thus making it longer and
increasing the speed of its motion. A rarefied zone occurs
in the bottom of the slug, as can be inferred from its con
cave (upward) meniscus. The model liquid becomes more
turbulent under the slug. A new nucleation phase begins
to produce much more numerous small bubbles in the
wake of the slug. The slug flow pattern is thus divided into
two wellpronounced subpatterns, viz., the pure slug with
nearly no gas bubbles in its wake and the mature slug flow,
where a slug is followed by a train of small bubbles.
(VI). The experimental studies that are reported here
gave the result that the gas phase can be structured as far as
producing gas clusters and slugs in a wide range of velocity
and under different gas–liquid conditions. This is indi
cated by two variants of experiments conducted on the
IPSBE: using a gassaturated column (with a speed of liq
uid movement between 1 and 10 cm/s) and a sparging col
umn (the gas emerges in bubbles through a liquid at rest).
In both of these cases we observed one and the same
sequence of gas phase structuring: gas bubble
gas
cluster
gas slug. The gas structures thus passed suc
cessively through one and the same morphologic evolu
tion. This shows that the gas structures identified here
necessarily occur in vertical gas–liquid systems in a rather
wide velocity range. It can therefore be presumed that the
gas phase in actual basaltic conduits follows the same path
of structural evolution as in the experiments we made.
(VII). We have considered the manifestation of each
gas–liquid flow pattern at the top of the tube, since it is in
this part of the IPSBE that the processes are simulated
that typically occur in the vent zone of basaltic volcanoes.
Depending on the amount of dissolved gas in the model
liquid, any of the flow patterns described above can be
made to reach the surface. We compared the surface
effects of each flow pattern with the actual dynamic
parameters of basaltic eruptions (see Figs. 4, 5).
The liquid flow pattern. Gas is not found as a free
phase; the model liquid is uniformly discharged through
the top of the tube. The liquid flow pattern corresponds to
a uniform (no explosions) discharge of lavas in the crater
zone of a volcano.
The bubble flow pattern is due to a uniform flow of
bubbles that explode at the surface of the liquid. The man
ifestations of this flow pattern during a basaltic eruption
may be rather diverse in character and scale, depending
on the number of bubbles, their size, and magma viscosity.

In liquid magmas one may observe weak “boiling” at the
surface of a lava lake or weak spouting in the vent, while
magmas of higher viscosity give rise to uniform, constant
ash emission due to bursting of membranes between bub
bles that reach the surface. The leading feature of this flow
pattern is a uniform supply of gas bubbles that rise to the
surface over a long period.
The cluster flow pattern is characterized by discrete
“splashes” of the model liquid at the outlet of the conduit
due to the appearance of bubble clusters, with the splashes
alternating with quiet discharge of the model liquid. The
cluster flow gives rise to quasiperiodic generation of
expanding bubbles or splashes of discrete lava spouts when
it occurs in liquid magmas in the crater zone of a volcano.
When the melt has a higher viscosity, ash discharges with
out bombs or with a small number of bombs occur
(Fig. 6a). The generation of volcanic bombs is due to the
decreasing thickness and fracture of the upper magma
layer above a cluster and to the removal of major “mem
branes” in the layer; the fine tephra fraction (volcanic ash)
forms by fracture of thin walls of smaller bubbles that make
up the cluster. When the cluster flow is in the mature phase,
these phenomena are more violent and spectacular.
The slug flow pattern occurs when the outlet of the
conduit is characterized by violent splashes of the model
liquid due to fracture of the liquid layer above gas slugs that
have reached the surface. Splashes alternate with quiet
emission or ascent of the liquid along the column (see
Fig. 4). There are two phases of the slug flow pattern. The
first is slug flow proper, during which the liquid contains
nearly no small bubbles behind the gas slug; the second
phase is the slug–train phase, where the slug is followed by
a persistent train of small bubbles. The manifestations of
the slug phase proper during volcanic eruptions in liquid
magmas consist of “poppingup” lava bubbles (see
Fig. 6b) and violent discharges of liquid lava. Magma
melts of higher viscosities exhibit rapid fracturing in the
top of a slug at the surface, producing discrete violent
bomb ejections. When in the slug–train phase, bomb
ejections are accompanied by the emission of volcanic
ash, which is produced by the large number of small bub
bles that follow the slug.
When in the crater zone, the manifestations of the
cluster and the slug flow patterns are similar (lava bubbles,
splashes, bomb ejection, and volcanic ash), but consider
able differences also exist. These are due to the internal
structure of the gas formation. A cluster is a foamy cell
structure in which the bubbles are separated by mem
branes from one another; the membranes make a general
framework that fills the entire body of the cluster. In con
trast to a cluster, a gas slug is a single gas cavity. As a cluster
reaches the surface, the membranes experience multiple
fractures. Depending on the foam size (bubble size in the
cluster), there will be ash or bomb–ash discharges at the
surface. In contrast to a cluster, a gas slug is a single gas
cavity that is seen at the surface as a onepulse fracture of
the upper magma layer; volcanic bombs are mostly the
result.
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Fig. 6. A model demonstrating the origin of explosive dis
charges/explosions as a cluster or a slug flow comes to the
surface. Bottom: the gas structures identified during the
IPSBE experiments, top: actual volcanic events: (a) ash
ejection at Stromboli Volcano, 2004, photographed by
A.Yu. Ozerov, (b) lava bubble [35].

The generation of cluster and slug flow patterns leads
to a significant rearrangement of the potential energy in
the magma column; with increasing melt viscosity, all
other things being equal, the intensity of the gas pulse is
considerably greater and actually reaches the explosion
phase.
(VIII). In physics, the shock wave that is produced by
the discharge or expansion of material is considered to be
the main criterion for any explosion [12, 21]. The shock
waves that arise during explosions at many volcanoes were
described by V.V. Adushkin et al. [2]. Such waves were
recorded by P.P. Firstov, V.V. Adushkin, and A.V. Stor
cheus [25, 29, 30, 32] for Klyuchevskoi Volcano (the 1983
and 1987 eruptions) and on Tolbachik (the 1975–1976
eruption). They used acoustic recording instruments to
distinguish between five types of shock wave that are pro
duced by volcanic discharges and assumed that the impul
sive signals that result from discharges of magmatic mate
rial are lowdensity shock waves. Their analysis of shock
wave parameters for Klyuchevskoi and Tolbachik volca
noes gave the discharge energy, which was estimated to be
approximately 10 t of TNT for smaller explosions and
100 t of TNT for larger ones. In the cases considered
above (Klyuchevskoi and Tolbachik), shock waves were
observed for viscosities of the magma melt that were equal
to 103–105 Pa s. It is exactly at these viscosities that the
membranes in a cluster or in the layer of magmatic mate
rial above a slug retain plastic properties during ascent in a
conduit, but when the cluster or the slug comes to the sur
face and the potential energy of compressed gas is instan
taneously released the membranes behave as solids, which
produces shock waves.

(IX). We compared the acoustic record of a slug flow at
the top of the IPSBE experimental column with a seismic
record of explosive activity at the summit crater of Kly
uchevskoi Volcano. Figures 1b and 1c reveal certain com
mon features in the experimental and the natural signals.
In both of these cases they reflect discrete, quasiperiodic
processes with different amplitudes. This suggests that the
gas–liquid processes that are produced in the IPSBE and
those that occur in actual magmaconducting systems are
of the same origin.
It should be noted that the recording of events that
occur on Klyuchevskoi and in the IPSBE was carried out
using different methods, viz., seismic and acoustic meth
ods, respectively. The trains of explosions of basaltic
magma recorded by the two methods usually differ in train
duration, with the acoustic signal being much shorter
compared with the seismic signal. The background signal
is usually low. In the IPSBE the higher acoustic back
ground (see Fig. 1c) results from the fact that the record
ing microphone is close to the source of sound, i.e., to the
top of the tube where the model liquid is continually dis
charged, thus giving a high background level. If the events
could be recorded by similar methods to reduce the back
ground amplitude of the flowing model liquid, then the
volcanic and simulated records would undoubtedly be
more similar.
(X). Several scenarios emerge for the mechanism that
is responsible for the explosions of basaltic magma based
on knowledge of the energies of large discrete explosions,
magma viscosity, and the results of our experiments (see
Fig. 5): (1) weak ash explosions with few bombs or without
them, which is the initial phase of the cluster flow;
(2) large ash–bomb explosions: the cluster flow; (3) bomb
explosions: the slug flow proper; (4) bomb explosions
becoming ash explosions: the mature slug–train flow
accompanied by a train of small bubbles. Increasing the
amount of the gas phase in a flow thus leads at first to an
increasing amount of ash (the bubble and cluster flow pat
terns), then to a decrease (the slug flow), and subsequently
to an increase again (the slug–train flow pattern). The
data adduced above demonstrate that different types of
gas–liquid flows that arise in gassaturated melts that rise
in long vertical column are responsible for different man
ifestations of Strombolian activity on basaltic volcanoes.
(XI). A new definition of one of the basic concepts in
volcanology, the explosion of basaltic magma, emerges
from our study of the origin of the cluster and slug flow
patterns and from the comparison between these and field
observations on basaltic volcanoes.
An explosion of basaltic magma is a very rapid release
of energy that produces a discrete discharge to the surface
of a considerable volume of volcanic gas and disintegrated
magma melt of low viscosity (103–105 Pa s). The mecha
nism that is responsible for the generation of large separate
gas accumulations occurs due to polymorphous gas–liq
uid changes in the vertical magmatic conduit. As the
hydrostatic pressure decreases, the gassaturated melt that
rises along the conduit passes through four flow patterns,
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the liquid, bubble, cluster, and slug patterns. All these
occur in eruptions of basaltic volcanoes. The appearance
of a cluster or slug flow leads to a sequence of explosions.
Explosions such as these are known to have occurred on
Klyuchevskoi, Tolbachik, Stromboli, Etna, Mt. Erebus,
and other volcanoes. The average explosion of basaltic
magma ejects 30–100 t magma melt to the surface.
An analysis of our data suggests that, however tempt
ing it would appear to pass from the IPSBE modeling
apparatus to an actual basaltic plumbing system by using
physical equations, as well as dimensionless quantities on
the lines of [15, 23], it is rather difficult to do so at present.
This is due to several factors, including the fact that the
cluster flow pattern that is described in the present publi
cation for the first time has not yet been formalized math
ematically.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) An instrument package for simulating basaltic
eruptions (IPSBE) was developed for investigating the
movement of magma melt in the plumbing system of a
volcano. The apparatus was designed in order to study the
processes that occur during the formation, ascent, and
appearance at the surface of a twophase gas–liquid flow
moving along a vertical channel.
(2) The analysis of diverse flow patterns that arise in
one and the same model liquid showed that the four flow
patterns (the liquid, bubble, cluster, and slug patterns)
arise as a result of successive evolution of a gassaturated
flow and have welldefined morphologic features of their
own. This indicates a structural gas–liquid polymorphism
of liquid flow, so that the flow patterns that are identified
are accordingly polymorphous modifications of a gassat
urated flow.
(3). Our experiments revealed a new and previously
unknown flow pattern of twophase mixtures in a vertical
column, the cluster flow; this is characterized by a pattern
of alternating dense accumulations of gas bubbles (clus
ters) separated by liquid that does not contain a free gas
phase. The mechanism that is responsible for cluster gen
eration functions due to interaction between larger gas
structures and the conduit walls, giving rise to selfblock
ing and retardation, so that a relatively slowmoving gas
plug arises, a cluster.
(4) Our studies suggest a new model for the gas–liquid
evolutionary movement of a magma melt in the conduit of
a basaltic volcano. The different flow patterns that appear
at the surface of a twophase mixture are responsible for
the diversity of explosive phenomena that occur in the vol
canic crater. Depending on which flow pattern occurs in
the volcanic vent, a uniform or discrete supply of mag
matic material may occur; for the former there will be a
discharge of lava and continuous ash emission, while the
latter will produce ash, bomb, or ash–bomb explosions.
(5) An analysis of the factors that influence the appear
ance of the main explosive forms in basaltic magma in a
volcanic vent provided an explanation in terms of gas–liq
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uid flow patterns: (1) weak ash explosions with few bombs:
the initial phase of the cluster flow, (2) large ash–bomb
explosions: the mature cluster flow, (3) bomb explosions:
the slug flow, initial phase, (4) bomb explosions passing
into ash explosions: mature gas slugs accompanied by
trains of small bubbles.
(6) This study of explosions as they occur on basaltic
volcanoes along with new experimental evidence pro
vided a basis from which to determine the mechanism
that is responsible for the preparatory period before explo
sions of basaltic magmas, which are understood as a pro
cess of gas–liquid transformation of the magma melt that
rises along a vertical volcanic conduit.
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